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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:    
LINDSEY McPHERSON & GRACE CHOI     
Tuesday, August 5, 2014  
 
 
MODERATOR:  Good afternoon, everyone.  We'd like to welcome you all to the Meijer 
LPGA Classic presented by Kraft.  I'm pleased, very, very pleased to be joined by our two 
sponsor invites this week who have a very fun tie to the Michigan area.  As you can see 
they're both wearing it right on their clothing, which is very fun.  As a former college golfer 
here in the state of Michigan, I will admit I was a Spartan myself so it's okay, Grace, I still 
don't hold it against you.  Good schools both.  But very exciting.   
           Ladies, to be back here in Michigan, the LPGA hasn't been back here since 2000, 
to have the opportunity to even have an LPGA event in the state is a great opportunity, but 
now to be able to be playing back in the state, I'll introduce you both before I end up 
asking you this question, but first off I'll introduce to my immediate left is Lindsey 
McPherson, an entering senior at Michigan State University, posted a career best ninth 
place finish at the Big Ten Championships this year, leading MSU to their third Big Ten 
title in four years.  Thank you for representing the program so well.  And then to her left is 
Grace Choi, a sophomore at the University of Michigan who posted the low scoring 
average for the team last year at 75.64, a freshman record for the Wolverines.  First off, 
congratulations ladies on getting the opportunity to play this week.  But what does it mean 
to get this opportunity to see the LPGA here in the state and to be given the opportunity to 
play?  Lindsey, I'll ask you that first. 
 
LINDSEY McPHERSON:  It's obviously an incredible opportunity.  You know, being from 
Michigan, the only tournament that I can remember going to is a Buick Open at Warwick 
Hills.  So not only being able to be here, but be a part of this tournament is just such a 
dream come true. 
  
GRACE CHOI:  Lindsey said it really well.  I'm not obviously from Michigan, but it's always 
been a dream of mine to play in the LPGA and I got here Sunday and it's been incredible 
the last three days I've been here.  The tournament hasn't even started and everything 
has been -- I couldn't even imagine it being this wonderful.  So I'm just so happy to be 
here and so thankful. 
 
MODERATOR:  I know it's an amazing opportunity to get to play with the people who you 
guys watch on TV all the time and who you aspire probably to be.  What are you most 
looking forward to about this week?  Is there anything in particular that jumps out that 
you're looking forward to about playing in an LPGA event? 
  
GRACE CHOI:  Well, I've gotten to play with a few pros already.  I played five holes with 
Ai Miyazato yesterday and I played three holes with Lydia Ko and Danielle Kang today, so 
it's been really fun watching them play a practice round, just seeing how they go about 
attacking the course.  And I'm just hoping to learn, watch the pros play and learn 
something and hopefully apply it to all the next tournaments I play. 
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LINDSEY McPHERSON:  I'm most looking forward to making everyone proud of me.  I've 
had so many people that have helped me over the years and believed in me, and I'm most 
looking forward to just making them proud and making every Spartan fan out there proud, 
making everybody from Michigan proud of me.  Hopefully I can make a good showing out 
there. 
 
MODERATOR:  Well, we all know that Michigan, Michigan State, there's a little bit of a 
rivalry that goes on between the two schools.  Do you guys have any little bit of a rivalry 
this week to see who performs better out there on the golf course? 
 
LINDSEY McPHERSON:  We've talked about this before, but I think we both kind of 
decided that we're kind of a couple little fish in a big pond, so we were thinking that we 
should probably stick together this week rather than be against each other, you know.  So 
it is definitely a big rivalry and I know there's going to be a lot of Michigan fans and a lot of 
Michigan State fans out here, but I think two of us are going to stick together. 
  
GRACE CHOI:  Yeah, definitely.  I'm from Texas, so I didn't really know how intense the 
Michigan/Michigan State rivalry is, but I experienced it last year and it is one of the biggest 
rivalries in college.  But I met Lindsey a week ago and she's been great, and just like what 
she was saying, we don't really -- we've never experienced anything like this before so 
we're just going to try to have fun and support each other regardless of what we shoot and 
we're just both really happy to be here. 
 
MODERATOR:  I'm sure it didn't take you long on campus in Ann Arbor to learn about all 
the rivalries even though I know Ohio State is a big one for Michigan too.  Anybody have 
questions for these two ladies?  If not I can keep asking questions. 
  
Q   For either one of you or both, can you describe your fall schedule coming up?  
What's it like to be playing fall golf?  What's your routine like, what's your week like 
in terms of studies and playing golf and matches? 
  
LINDSEY McPHERSON:  Our schedule, I mean, I don't know about Grace, but ours is a 
real whirlwind.  We have to fit a lot in in the short period that we have being from 
Michigan.  So we play split seasons, but the fall I would say is definitely a lot busier than 
the spring.  We go on a lot of trips, we play a lot of tournaments and we have to qualify for 
each tournament.  So just getting all those rounds in, getting all the practice in that we 
need and trying to fit school work in there somewhere, you know, it gets a little bit hectic 
around campus. 
  
GRACE CHOI:  Very similar.  We start as soon as we can in the fall, but for us personally 
we're a little bit busier in the spring.  But it's not easy going to both such academically 
revered schools.  It's really hard to fit studying and practice and study again.  But I mean 
the few times I do have free time I never know what to do with it, so I actually really enjoy 
having a busy schedule.  I'm never bored and I'm just living the dream, you know, 
traveling and playing golf for University of Michigan. 
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Q   What are you both studying? 
  
LINDSEY McPHERSON:  I just graduated this spring with a Bachelor's in accounting, and 
this spring -- I'm taking a few classes this fall but this spring I'm starting my Master's 
program in business analytics. 
 
GRACE CHOI:  I got in as an engineering major, but I've only finished my freshman year 
and I've found that engineering is not really my thing.  So I'm actually looking to apply to 
the business school later in the spring and try to go that route. 
  
MODERATOR:  Lots of balancing time and efforts.  Grace, you brought up a great point 
about playing with some of these players given a chance to play with Ai Miyazato.  
Lindsey, I was reading that Stacy Lewis is your favorite female golfer? 
 
LINDSEY McPHERSON:  Yes. 
 
MODERATOR:  Have you had a chance to see her out here yet, have you had a chance 
to meet her? 
 
LINDSEY McPHERSON:  I did.  She actually passed me in the locker room and I had to 
lift my chin up off the ground, I had my mouth wide open.  Other than that, you know, I 
passed her once and I was so startled that I didn't actually get a chance to say anything, 
but I would love to get a picture with her this week if I can. 
 
MODERATOR:  We can definitely work on introducing you.  Grace, is there any other 
player -- your litany of lists of the players you've played with already are some pretty 
impressive players -- 
  
GRACE CHOI:  Very much so.  I'd really like to meet Suzann Petterson.  I really like the 
way she -- I like the way she plays golf.  She's always -- you can tell she's really into it and 
she focuses on every shot and she just seems like such a tough player, and I kind of want 
to get to meet her and talk to her and maybe learn something from her. 
 
MODERATOR:  Well, there are a lot of special things that you get in your first LPGA 
event, just the opportunity, the experience.  I know for Meijer it was very important, they're 
very focused on their local community and they wanted to help out some local players who 
are in this community and get a chance at their first event.  So I'm sure they're going to be 
very pleased to watch you this week and see if they can help you as you continue on your 
careers, whether it be as professional golfers or however you get to be.  As we saw the 
Executive Ladies Day today, there are some great opportunities as you move further in 
your career.  So we wish you the best of luck this week and play well.   
 
GRACE CHOI:  Thank you so much. 
 
LINDSEY McPHERSON:  Thank you.  
 


